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Introduction
The Dissemination and Communication plan presents the general objectives, target
audiences and messages, strategies and tools to promote and disseminate MY-GATEWAY
and its results. The Dissemination and Communication plan will serve as a guide to the
partners and public for all media and public relation activities that will be foreseen in MYGATEWAY. All partners are expected to communicate, to be ambassadors of the MYGATEWAY project as well as of the Startup Europe initiative.1
The communication style which MY-GATEWAY has committed to adopt across its work plan
is fresh and original, taking into account current social media trends and having studied the
communication consumption patterns of the target group: startups.
This report starts by presenting the project, the identified target groups, the basis on which
the messages are created, the creation of dissemination materials, the channels that will be
used to reach the target groups and lastly how this processed will be monitored.

Setting up the scene - MY-GATEWAY
1.1 What is MY-GATEWAY?
MY-GATEWAY is an initiative created by experts that are passionate about improving the
start-up scene in Europe. Together with the support of Startup Europe, we will assist startups and innovative SMEs in Romania, Slovenia and Czech Republic to become better
integrated and connected in the European ecosystem and position them to access talent and
funding more easily. MY-GATEWAY will transfer the tools, services and knowledge to the
Western Balkan region with the consultation of leading start-up support organisations from
Serbia, Northern Macedonia and Bosnia-Herzegovina.

1.2 Vision
Integrating, connecting and boosting entrepreneurship in the CEE region and at a later stage,
the Balkans.
Targeted CEE-based startups will grow stronger, become better connected and more
competitive in the EU market.

1Startup

Europe is an initiative of the European Commission, which falls under its priority of the ‘Digital

Single Market’.
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1.3 Mission
We bring the focus to the CEE region and what the high-tech startups and innovative SMEs
from this region can offer on the market, compared to their Western counterparts. MYGATEWAY aims to do so by focusing on four main areas: access to networks, access to
finance, access to talent and capacity building.

1.4 Key messages
MY-GATEWAY is an initiative of Startup Europe that aims to strengthen the capacities of
high-tech start-ups and innovative SMEs in the CEE region to become better connected, gain
higher market exposure, and have improved, streamlined access to funding opportunities
and talents.
Who is MY-GATEWAY for? MY-GATEWAY services are designed for startups, scaleups and
other ecosystem builders in Slovenia, Romania and Czech Republic such as: investors,
accelerators, universities, students and public organisations.
What does MY-GATEWAY do? It builds connections between MY-GATEWAY ecosystems and
more developed ecosystems in order to strengthen the position of Central and Eastern
European startups and scaleups at European level.
How does it do it? By helping startups and scaleups to meet investors, accelerators and
expand their network; bringing CEE startups and scaleups to major tech events; training
startups on how to benefit from public and private funding; helping startups to have better
access to talent by engaging Universities and student organizations; strengthening the
business connections between the CEE region and the Western Balkans.

1.5 Dissemination objectives
The Dissemination plan and visual identity establishes clear guidelines and operational
elements for activities. With a predefined selection of tools and channels the project results
will be disseminated to the identified target groups. Additionally, the content and frequency
of the messages that will be disseminated will be defined within the framework of this
strategy. That being said the main objectives of dissemination in MY-GATEWAY are:
•
•
•
•

Raising awareness about the project’s objectives, consortium, progress and benefits
for stakeholders;
Maximising visibility of project’s results and achievements;
Engaging stakeholders and optimising final uptake of the main project’s results;
Ensuring full alignment of the project’s innovative activities and services with actual
needs and gaps in the CEE start-ups;
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•
•
•
•
•

Sharing improved knowledge transferred and adapted to the need of the local
markets;
Improving the strategy for opening the gateway to the Balkans after the activities
carried out with the CEE start-up hub;
Supporting the creation of novel synergies and collaborations;
Finding synergies and sharing the results of the other selected ICT-32 projects;
Providing contribution to the common platform of Startup Europe.

2. Situation analysis
This type of analysis studies the current situation of the project, it identifies what are the
resources the project can count on from its dawn and digital trends. Additionally, MYGATEWAY will be in close collaboration with the communication experts of the other project
in order to align the communication activities of the project and maximise the dissemination
results.

2.1 Partners’ communications
The situation analysis of MY-GATEWAY provides a brief overview of the partners’
communications 2 (figure 1), as it is them who will provide content to the communication
contact points of the project. MY-GATEWAY’s project partners are based in Czech Republic,
Romania, Slovenia, Belgium, Spain, Hungary, Portugal, Israel, and the UK. Such wide range
of countries will enrich the project as it can provide us with a wider perspective on
entrepreneurship in Europe.

2

Annex 1: MY-GATEWAY partners communication channels
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Figure 1. Overview of the partners communication

MY-GATEWAY can rely on further existing outreach capacities, those being: EU-Startups
(14,500 twitter followers); Startup Europe Club (25,000 twitter followers); Community for
Serbian entrepreneurs (85 members); Tech Crunch (59,000 twitter followers); Eastern Europe
Startups (1467 members); CEE group for startup builders and believers (45 members);
Serbian Startups.
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2.2 Trends in Digital Communications and Marketing to reach target
audience
Digital communication is in constant change. Making sure the right crowd is aware of MYGATEWAY and how it can be beneficial for them requires the correct segmentation of the
target audience and understanding what media is more effective to gain reach, awareness
and engagement. Current trends in digital communication that fit the ’startupper’ profile are
the following:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

A visually attractive brand identity where bright and fresh colours blended with
professionalism make the project come across as trustworthy and close to the
audience/end-user.
Instagram: MY-GATEWAY is using one of the most recent Instagram features:
Instagram Stories. This function offers the possibility of doing takeovers, meaning
that everyone in the project can use the project’s Instagram account, hence fostering
bottom-up communication as it would the end-users themselves their own stories in
first person. Instagram Stories are real time, ephemeral visual content. Other features
are Boomerangs, videos and live streaming. Taking advantage of these fashionable
tools and including them in the project’s activities, will help maintain the audience
engaged and increase the project’s visibility.
Facebook Live/ Twitter Periscope: live video is a social media trending feature. Live
videos can be used to stream from events, interview startups live and, communication
speaking, they benefit from higher engagement. This channel brings the audience
closer to the broadcaster and it also gives a raw view on the ecosystem.
GIFs: GIFs are how our target group shares emotions and situations on social media,
it is part of their language. Short, entertaining and straight to the point GIFs are an
effective way to engage with them boosting participation on both Facebook and
Twitter.
Personalised hashtag: As hashtags are useful for tracking content, influence and
reach of the audience. The project team has launched a specific hashtag in order to
get better visibility and strengthen the identity and popularity of MY-GATEWAY
project. The hashtag chosen for the project is: #MyGTWproject. On a later stage, a
more widespread Hashtag that will embrace all startups and members of the CEE
ecosystems will be created such as #CEEstartup.
Interactive and visual platforms: The results obtained are one of the most important
parts of the project and we want people to see them, interact with them and to take
an interest in what we have achieved. But we find the typical methods for sharing
these results too heavy for mainstream audiences. That is why we want to use
interactive and visual programmes such as: Steller, Spark, Sway to share our results.
Infographics: With visual representation of our main achievements and data we want
to raise awareness through all our social media channels.
9

•

Blog: The blog will serve as a content hub, where we would share articles, interviews,
results, etc.
Influencers and media: We will invite start-up influencers and tech media experts to
take part in our content generation: Twitter questions/answers, interviews, takeovers, etc. reaching new audiences, fomenting both interesting and challenging
debate while raising awareness.

•

2.3 Language Guidelines
Based on target audience (CEE startups) the recommended language is close, familiar,
attractive, engaging. If communication pieces are directed to MY-GATEWAY’s target
audience, i.e.CEE startups, language adopted needs to be very direct and effective.

2.4 SWOT analysis
A simple SWOT analysis (figure 2) is needed in order to identify strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats may be encountered especially at the beginning of the project.
Awareness of potential problems we may have will enable us to use up the project’s
opportunities as well prevent problems from happening.
Figure 2. SWOT analysis

Strengths
• EU project
• partners’ expertise
• international value
• focus on area filled with opportunities
where the market is not saturated

Weaknesses
• distance
• takes time to get started
• language
• mentality
• lack of financial help

Opportunities

Threats

•
•
•

greater reach
creating a bottom-up movement
leveraging past SE experience

•
•
•
•

miscommunication
lack of communication
low participation
startups not speaking English so
language barrier
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3. Communication and dissemination
3.1 Defining internal and external target audience
Communication is not only directed to those who will benefit from the EU programme, but
primarily to those who make the project. Without clarity on the mission, vision, actions it is a
hard quest to promote the project’s message and actions. Hence two main types of
communication will take place: internal and external communication. The internal
audience, i.e. MY-GATEWAY partners, need to know what the network is doing, what is to
be advertised, what the achievements are. Whereas the external target audience i.e. the EC
and the startup ecosystem, need to know about opportunities, events, meet-ups.
To be more specific, the external target audience are high tech start-up and innovative SMEs
in CEE and in the Western Balkans, startup support organizations; investors, mentors,
accelerators, industrial companies as potential customers of the start-ups; talented
individuals with the technical, financial and digital skills, interested in becoming a part of the
start-up ecosystem; universities, decision makers and public institutions from targeted
countries, funding suppliers and public authorities. The other ICT32 projects, the Startup
Europe team and the other Startup Europe initiatives fall under this category too.

3.2 Core communications actions: community building
As mentioned, the external target audience ranges from the CEE countries to the Western
Balkans, via leveraging and funnelling opportunities and news together with the other six
ICT32 Startup Europe projects, the Startup Europe initiative and Startup Europe
Ambassadors. These communication actions mostly rely on the help provided by partners in
filling out a common press list and also identifying and mapping out the ecosystem players
and find influencers.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Accessing and engaging the CEE startups
Accessing and engaging and the Western Balkans
Communicating with the other ICT32 Startup Europe projects
Communicating as Startup Europe Ambassadors

The activities thought for the CEE startups and the Western Balkans are similar as they both
have a strong focus on overarching communication activities which range from events, email
marketing and social media.
Events: All project partners have to participate in at least 2 European or national startup
events as part of the dissemination actions, although partners who are based in the Czech,
Romanian and Slovenian hub as well as the ones based in Bosnia-Herzegovina, Northern
Macedonia and Serbia are encouraged to attend more and promote MY-GATEWAY via
informing startups of the opportunities and relevant news.
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Social media campaigns: The target audience is a fond user of social media and new
technologies, reason why the channels used throughout the project are online media outlets.
Press contacts: all partners need to work on a common database of media contacts.
a) Accessing and engaging CEE startups
The support of SPHERIK, CI and IRP is vital in order to spot startup-related media outlets,
such as magazines, influencers and stakeholders. The sheet serves as a community building
exercise as well.
A common database of media and press contacts is also being produced (task 7.4). All
partners will contribute to its completion, and particularly SPHERIK, CI and IRP need to make
real effort in finding and detecting those journalists, magazines, online media that can find
MY-GATEWAY’s news of interest and be able to expand its reach.
Hubs can also add the language added value: although target audience will speak English,
translating some key messages in Romanian, Czech and Slovenian will contribute to the
reverberating of the key messages.
b) Accessing and engaging and the Western Balkans
Regarding the Western Balkans, the project focuses on the need to support the knowledge
transfer from the CEE countries. Together with the help of the Balkan Committee, activities
and results learnt from the project findings will be passed over to the Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Northern Macedonia and Serbia.
To advertise the knowledge acquired communication activities which evolve around social
media, press and events where it is the Balkan Committee that will provide most contacts
and help in the message delivery. Partners are asked to fill out the ‘Community building’
sheet, where both ecosystem players and press contacts and media outlets will be uploaded.
Social media campaigns, live interviews with the ecosystem builders, Q&A sessions, live
streaming will take place.
The “MY-GATEWAY Radar Scan” which will be provided to the Consortium will also include
a section on the communication and the reach of MY-GATEWAY’s results and findings. This
connection will result in the Startup Europe Western Balkans Network.
c) Communication strategy with the other ICT 32 projects and the other initiatives
Regular calls will be held with the communication focal points of the other six ICT 32 call
projects in order to ensure a wider reach of opportunities and to build bridges amongst
different ecosystems. Joint effort is required from all ICT 32 projects in order to fulfil this task
since ICT32 projects share the same goals: contributing to the building of an entrepreneurial
Europe by connecting people (ecosystem players), untapping the unleashed potential at a
local and regional level and break down various barriers. Hence leveraging efforts and
12

communicating opportunities and achievements is an important and continuous
communication task.

d) Communicating as Startup Europe Ambassadors
All MY-GATEWAY partners are also Startup Europe Ambassadors, this means they
contribute to the visibility of Startup Europe and act as key information points about SE
activities. Being SE Ambassadors reinforces the partners’ obligation to advertise MYGATEWAY project activities, build connections with the local ecosystem and learn about best
practices and gain insight on the ecosystem. Partners have been promoting their role as
Ambassadors through their own website creating a landing page, advertising it on social
media channels and letting their own communities know their voices and opinions will be
heard and taken into account fostering a real bottom up movement and promoting the
democratization of entrepreneurship. All lessons learnt, opinions, feedback collected as a SE
Ambassador will be clustered in a final report towards the end of the project.

Figure 3. Landing page of Europamedia.org website showcasing the SE ambassador info
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Figure 4. Landing page of Startupeuropeclub.eu website showcasing the SE ambassador info
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Figure 5. Screenshot of a tweet announcing
the SE ambassador news

3.3

Internal Communication

Internal communication is divided between communication with the core communication
team and the project partners.

3.3.1 Internal communication: the communication team
Internal communication means understanding the project’s activities and priorities and
gathering adequate material for its dissemination. As a result, the project’s outlets will
benefit from a regular flow of information on activities, events, or simple updates. Regular
communication will take place amongst the communication team (HM and EM) and with the
project partners, giving special importance to those who organize events and the hubs.
The communication team (HM + EM) holds regular bi-weekly meeting to discuss
communication priorities. Short monthly reports will keep the core team informed on the
results of such efforts and will illustrate whether there is a need for deviation and adjustment.
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3.3.2 Internal communication: MY-GATEWAY partners
The whole purpose of having a solid internal communication is to always be aware of what
activities are taking place under the project’s umbrella. A Google drive folder contains all
communication templates for the partners to freely adapt and use.
There will be monthly or bi-monthly calls with the partners’ communication team in order
to be sure that everyone knows what needs to be communicated. Slack together with a
Google Drive Folder will be used to:
•

share news on entrepreneurship and on the CEE countries,

•

collect information from partners on their relevant work with MY-GATEWAY,

•

store and organize pictures of events,

•

store graphic material created for the project,

•

add all sharable info on events and activities with basic information on
events/activities such as graphics, hashtag, date, location, brief description, partners
involved in order to mention them and engage more audience,

•

upload interviews with startups and ecosystem players,

•

put together success stories (images, quotes),

•

include best practices, templates and press releases.

The communication team will provide partners with templates (figure 6) that will help them
provide material that can then be used for dissemination purposed e.g. a simple guide on
what to do when holding or attending an event, suggestions regarding social media use, etc.
These templates are like simple guidelines will encourage a smoother communication and a
stronger branding identify as stories will follow a similar pattern.
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Figure 6. Template for events that will be disseminated to the partners

3.4

External Communication: actions and channels

MY-GATEWAY dissemination and communication activities will be implemented along the
whole duration of the project in order to inform, connect and engage the startup hubs. The
activities carried out for such purposes are summarised in the figure below (figure 7):
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Figure 7. Timeline of communication and dissemination events of the MY-GATEWAY project

MY-GATEWAY’s strategy rotates around the main target groups which are the pillars of the
proposal. CEE startups and the Western Balkans are the project’s end-user, however
communication with the other six ICT 32 projects, Startup Europe (SE) and other SE born
initiatives helps guaranteeing a wider visibility and general leveraging of common resources.
MY-GATEWAY can also count the EU tech writers support.
As mentioned, one of the strong values of the MY-GATEWAY is its very charismatic visual
identity and its innovative use of social media outlets focused on current trends.

3.4.1. Social Media
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn.
MY-GATEWAY’s intentions are not only to publish and report what the partners and their
work packages are implementing, but also to create social media actions where the
ecosystem is the protagonist (eg. Instagram Stories takeover). This communication
technique is called Storytelling, a great way to receive first-hand information from the
project’s own target audience.
The proposed innovative dissemination actions will attempt to establish a strong connection
between the project and the target groups by the utilisation of fresh, modern language and
the channels they utilise.
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The key activities of the project will be Instagram stories, with a frequency of about four
posts a week depending on the project activities and live videos. Live videos will be held on
Facebook and Twitter and may be streamed live. Videos can record interviews with startups,
a few minutes of an event, etc.

3.4.2 Social Platforms
Innovative platforms such as STELLER3, Spark4, Sway5 and social media are going to be used
with regularity throughout the project. This will allow the easy and fast consumption of
information that adapts to the current patterns of information acquisition.

3.4.3.Hashtag
Employing a hashtag can increase the sense of community: #MyGTWproject. On a later
stage, a more widespread Hashtag that will embrace all startups and members of the CEE
ecosystems will be created such as #CEEstartup. Balkan activities will be promoted under
the hashtag #BalkanStartup

3.4.5 Blog and news
Regular blogs on the project’s activities will be written and published on MY-GATEWAY’s
website.

3.4.6 Success stories/ Startup of the Month
Each ecosystem will have to select three startups that stood out from having benefitted from
MY-GATEWAY and took particular advantage or achieved something. The story collected will
be included in the website’s blog. Each ecosystem (Romania, Slovenia and Czech Republic)
will share one success story on every 3 months via social media, website and newsletters.
If there is more material and more stories to be shared the time frame and frequency will be
intensified.
At events, the communication team carries out interviews to the startups who attend such
events and who have benefitted from MY-GATEWAY activities. Those interviews are in
themselves success stories and they are done with those startups who passed the selection
process in order to attend the event (eg. Startup Olé, Web Summit).

3

Steller.co: https://steller.co/
Spark.Adobe: https://spark.adobe.com/home/
5
Sway.com: https://sway.com/
4
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3.4.7 Dissemination material
Material to be distributed mainly at events is being developed. This includes flyers, leaflets,
merchandising material such as USBs, laptop bags, mugs, water bottles, etc.

3.4.8 Participation in events
Whenever participating in Startup Europe, tech, or other types of events, partners will aim to
present the project either informally or through programmed sessions (presentations, panel
discussions, workshops, etc.)

3.4.9 Website
The website is a fundamental tool for informing the public and interact with it. The project
website will be launched February 2018 and hosted on the Europa Media servers, the website
(www.mygatewayproject.eu) aims at providing up-to-date information on the project
activities and results to our target groups, stakeholders as well as to the general public.
Homepage
The homepage (figure 8) contains information about the project, its geographical focus, the
offered services for startups, experts and universities. Furthermore, navigational pages are
present that will provide more information about the Startup Europe, the ecosystems in the
CEE and the Western Balkans, educational services, news and events, consortium
composition and on news, events and blog.
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Figure 8. Overview of the MY-GATEWAY website homepage

Blog
The blog will feature in-depth information that will be created by the whole project team.
This section will be dedicated to promote the CEE ecosystem to the world. Stories written by
members of the ecosystem, studies on entrepreneurship, interviews, etc. The tone will be
almost conversational, it will help readers build a relationship with the organization, or
project in this case. Blogging helps humanizing the project, reducing distances between the
end-user and those who manage the project. Blogs can be very short, need catchy pictures,
drawings and/or videos using different content options.
News
This section will feature news and events (figure 9) that will be shared on a regular basis. The
language tone will be more formal than the ones used in blogging. Content will evolve around
facts, open calls and news that could attract journalists’ interest. Therefore, things such as a
new service, a new product, an event, an achievement will be shared on this section. Content
providers will mainly be MY-GATEWAY, Startup Europe and the other Startup Europe
projects. Other relevant news shared will be general news on the ecosystem. The „Event” and
„News” tag will enable quick filtering for visitors. Additionally, on the right-hand side a twitter
feed is added that showcases the latest tweets. A separate section is placed under the Twitter
21

feed that features the social media icons for the various communication channels of the
project.
Both sections will organically increase website’s visibility thanks to Search Engine
Optimisation, the process of getting traffic from the natural search results on search engines.
All events relevant to the project and entrepreneurship in the areas of interest will be
published on the website. The events selected will be those of project partners, the other
Startup Europe events and main events that will take place in the areas of interest.
Figure 9. Screenshot of the news and events section from the MY-GATEWAY website

News and Events
All events relevant to the project and entrepreneurship in the areas of interest will be
published on the website. The events selected will be those of project partners, the other
Startup Europe events and main events that will take place in the areas of interest.

3.4.10 Media Outreach
A shareable excel sheet (figure 10) with media contacts for all partners to use and add
information in has been shared and is currently being populated. The information in it cannot
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be disclosed due the sensitive nature of the data. However, the list could be made available
to the PO on request6 .
For this list to be useful and relevant, all partners have been requested to provide media
contacts and help out reaching to the interested crowd. In particular partners located in the
ecosystem hubs need to reach out to local, regional and national press. This press list will be
used to disseminate the project’s news. Partners can also opt to send the press releases
themselves if they prefer to do so.
Publication of articles
A key tool to reach local start-ups and the general public is via articles on well-known and
relevant outlets (e.g. Startup Maribor, Tech Writers, 150sec, Czech Startups and Startup
Europe) as well as general social, media outlets. Partners will also get in direct contact with
the European Commission’s communication, officers, to feature the project on their
channels.

Figure 10. Overview with excel table
that with media contacts

6

List can be disclosed to the PO if requested.
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3.4.11 Project websites, social media accounts of the former ICT-13
projects represented by the MY-GATEWAY partners
Building a community and having a reputation in this field requires considerable efforts and
time from the project partners. Therefore, partners representing former ICT-13 projects will
utilise the community and the communication channels of MY-WAY 7 , DIGISTART, LIFE,
European Digital Forum 8and WELCOME9. projects to ensure the wider dissemination of the
project results.

4.

Visual Identity

The visual identity will be adapted and changed throughout the project if needed. Different
visuals for both online and offline communication will follow the key visuals and corporate
colours (figure 11 and 12) in order to add on to the project’s branding. For a more in-depth
look at the project visual identity, explore Annex 2.

Our brand name MY-GATEWAY symbolises the door, or the gate we want to open for the startup
community in CEE. Through our notorious brand colours and logo, we want to catch the
attention of our audiences in a thoughtful, engaging, warm and confident way. We are an
inclusive brand, we are their gateway, it’s our gateway, it’s MY-GATEWAY, it’s everyone’s
Gateway.
With vivid pink enhancing our lively spirit, bright yellow due to our positive, creative,
spontaneous, and optimistic values we want to engage young professionals with a fresh,
intelligent yet positive message.
The brand’s tone of voice follows the vivid line of the selected colours: positive and spontaneous.
We will use dynamic and positive pictures and when using pictures of people they will also
represent the spirit of the brand, spreading positive and confident attitude.
Brand elements such as the V or the spiral of W are used for integrity can be used as pattern or
over other visual elements: pictures, illustrations, or other backgrounds. See examples in the
visual guide.

7

http://www.mywaystartup.eu/
http://www.europeandigitalforum.eu/
9
http://welcomestartup.eu/
8
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Figure 11. Visual guide
screenshot

Figure 12. Primary colors of MYGATEWAY
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4.1 Marketing Materials
Project merchandising will be produced (figure 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17). Merchandising can vary
from bags, to umbrellas, t-shirts, mugs, notebooks, etc. (figure 18) Inspirational sentences
(e.g. Dream big, Making ideas happen, Never give in, etc) can be printed on the
merchandising material.
Figure 13

Figure 14
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Figure 15

Figure 16
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Figure 17

Figure 18
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5.

KPIs

The overall expected result would be to raise awareness of the project’s actions and
objectives amongst the general public, the press, policy makers and important stakeholders,
as well as to target new people who can benefit from the project’s activities.
The table below shows the list of KPIs set for communication activities.
Platform

KPIs

Website

600 link clicks per month

Social Instagram
media
Twitter

4 post per week; 500 followers
1000 followers by the end of the project

LinkedIn

500 members by the end of the project

Facebook

1000 members by the end of the project

Press
Promotional campaigns

Up to 10 articles/blogposts published on media
Minimum 10 social media campaigns

Merchandising material

At least 4 different products

Additionally, partners will follow the reporting requirements of Horizon 2020 for reporting the
dissemination activities.

6.

Coordination of the communication and dissemination
activities

The communication team will hold regular bi-weekly calls in order to align communication
tasks and priorities.
Communication with partners’ focal communication point will also take place, but on a
monthly basis.
Dissemination calendar
The communication team will plan the communications on a monthly basis, ensuring regular
and ongoing content. In order to carry out the tasks effectively communication partners have
shared a dissemination calendar (Figure 19) in the shape of an Excel sheet where they will
plan content for it to be decided and scheduled in advance.
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Figure 19. Social media calendar

Detailed tasks, frequency and responsibilities are detailed in Annex 1, at the end of this
document.

7.

Monitoring and evaluation

The outcomes and results of the marketing and communication strategy will be tracked
mainly through the website visits, number of mentions on social media, online and offline
magazine and people attending the events.
A quantitative analysis can be achieved by real-time monitoring of social media activity,
website and press activities, using online platforms and press alerts. A qualitative analysis can
be achieved by conducting first hand interviews with the supporters of MY-GATEWAY.
Impact analysis is important in order to monitor the strategy and campaign, and allow any
tweaks to be made in reaction to real-time data. Data will be collected every three months
for Continuous Reporting purposes.
Project partners are asked to provide content and first-hand information on their own
communication activities by using templates provided (eg. Events template).
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8.

Contact

The communication experts from Hugin and Munin and Europa Media will make their
contacts available to the members of the consortium and communicate with the partners on
a regular basis.
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Annex 1. MY-GATEWAY partners communication

Faceboo
k

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

EM

NOVA

BIU

SOA

SBE

NACUE

EYIF

SPHERIK

IRP

CI

HM

Content

past
events,
developm
ent
informatio
n,
European
news, next
events

educational
topics:
investigatio
ns,
new
news…

educational
topics:
investigatio
ns,
new
news…

Social
Events,
patron
saint
festivitie
s,
compan
y’s
events.

Entrepreneur
ship
information ,
start-up’s
events

Company’s
events,
entrepreneurs
hip’s
information

entrepreneurs
hip’s
topics,
Creative events
,
entrepreneurs
hip’s news.

Romania’s
news
,
entrepreneurs
hip’s
topics,
internet new
son Romania.

Slovenia’
s news,
start-ups

Czech
news on
startups,
news on
the
ecosystem

graphi
c
desig
n, art
pieces

Post
Frequenc
y

several
times
a
day
or
once a day
,
it
depends.

one a day ,
although
sometimes
several
a
day.

once a day,
and in the
day they do
several
publication
s

once
day

once a day.

once a day

three times a
week.

three or four
times a week .

once
week

twice a day

twice
a
mont
h

Languag
e

English.

English

Spanish.

English

English

Slovenia
n

Czech

Spani
sh

4.096

English,
Dutch
French.
4846

English

Follower
s

Portuguese
and
English.
16.199.

3221

18,853

2742

9238

2304

681

39,000

614

a

and

a

Twitter

Content

same as
Facebook

educational
topics

start-ups
events,
lectures
…

Entrepreneur
ship
information,
startup`s
events

same
Facebook

of

Company`s
news,
entrepreneurs
hip’s
topics,
Creative events
,
entrepreneurs
hip’s news.

conference
, events.
Informatio
n`s
Company.

Post
Frequenc
y
Languag
e

twice
week.

three times
a week.

twice
day

once a day

same
Facebook

of

four times a
week

four
week.

English

Portuguese
and
sometimes
post
in
Spanish.

Spanish
and
English

English

English

English

Czech

Follower
s

3.162

504

836

10,6 k

12,4 K

1867

a

a

470

1.301

a

1729

Instagra
m
Content

student´s
photos
,
contest…

student’s
videos and
student`s
photos

23 post

Post
Frequenc
y
Languag
e

4 times a
week

once a day.

Portuguese
and English

Hebrew.

once
/
two per
month
Spanish

Follower
s

2.685

1005

162

200
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YouTube

Frequenc
y video

once
twice
month.

Content

Information
about the
masters
and
anniversary
of
university.
English

Languag
es

or
a

one
month

a

four
videos in
three
years.

for 6 month :
six times a
month
but
now once a
year.

12 videos / 10
months

9 videos/ 2
years.

Hebrew .

Spanish
and
English

English

English

Czech

I†`s depend
:
10.00070.000 or
500-1000
views.

90 -100
views.

20-40 views.

28-70 views.

40.000
views.

Linkedin

Member
s

577 + 800

It informs
about the
employme
nts
that
they have
the former
students.

Newslet
ter

Subscrib
ers

Monthly
newsletter
(14,000)

student
newsletter:
20,000;
business
school
newsletter.

information for
news
tendencies for
startups.
Company’s
information.

newslett
er: 4,000

Newsletter:
11,700

Newsletter:
10,000

Newslett
er:
13,000
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Annex 3. MY-GATEWAY Social media planner

Key
M - introduction to the
team / partners
T - Info on other SE
projects
W
facts
on
entrepreneurship
T - EU news
F - Western Balkans news
S - CEE ecosystem
promotion
S - SE initiatives
Monday
Intro to the
team: EM

Tuesday
Info on H2020 ICT32
project:
Startup
Lighthouse

Wednesday
Startup fact: how to find
investors

Thursday
Report
on
innovation
performance

Monday

Tuesday
INfo on H2020 ICT32
project:
Startup
LIghthouse

Wednesday
Startup Fact: learn about
marketing strategy

Intro to the
team: CI

Friday
News on Bosnia and
Herzegovina

Saturday
News on Czech
Republic

Sunday
SE Ambassadors

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Scaleup Act

News on FYROM

News
Slovenia

EU

on
Startup Europe Week

Annex 4. Communication tasks and roles
1

Website

Blog

Newsletter

role

information hub

informative

informative

frequency

Constant

2 per month

audience

startup ecosystem

Broad target defined in
proposal

Every 3 months to
start
with.
Each
month or eery 2 if
content allows.
Broad audience

Organisation
responsible

EM

HM

HM

partners
contribution

Text and pictures for
news items

Each partner in charge to
provide information on
events, internview, etc
to write about.

KPIs

Google
Analytics:
visitors per month,
time spent on site,
Nationalities

Number of visitors, time
spent

All partners should
activitely
include
selected information
no
the
project’s
management
platform.
Comm.
Team will then select
content
for
newsletter.
Number
of
subscribers, visitors,
opened emails.

2

Instagram

Twitter

Facebook

role

Engage and connect

Engage and connect

frequency

4 per week

4 per week

Amplify reach
connect
2 per week

audience

Young entrepreneurs

Broad audience

Broad audience

person responsible

EM

EM & HM

EM & HM

and

partners
contribution

KPIs

Instagram take over
when
at
events,
running activities, or
provide live content,
videos, quotes, tags of
people taking part,
interviews.
(the
communication team
will make sure partners
know how to use the
application)
Views, comments.

3

LinkedIn

role

tag the project in
tweets, share project’s
tweets

Mention project in
posts, share posts,
create posts on project
on their facebook
pages.

Engagement
rate,
reach,
followers,
shares, likes.

Engagement rate, Page
members; Reactions,
comments, shares

articles

influencers

Informative

Interactive
reports
informative

informative

frequency

2 per week

Every 3 months

Every 2 months

Amplify
engagement
n/a

audience

professional

Project members

Broad audience

person
responsible

EM and HM

EM and HM

Startup
ecosystem
HM

partners
contributions

Provide content

This is the result
of social media
engagement

Provide content
on the ecosystem

Find influencers
in
their
ecosystems

KPIs

Number of reads

Number of reads

Number of reads,

Number
of
influencers that
like the project’s
social media

Hub partners
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